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Heavy metal spectroscopy in extremely metal rich subdwarfs

L Fernández-Menchero ∗, C P Ballance and C A Ramsbottom

Queen’s University Belfast, BT7 1NN, United Kingdom

Synopsis Helium-rich subdwarf B stars represent a small group of low-mass hot stars. A number of significant
but unfamiliar absorption lines have been identified of heavy-metal ions, such as germanium, strontium, yttrium
and zirconium. The abundances in the photosphere of theses element was estimated between 1 000 and 10 000
times the solar. We calculate the collision-radiative data for the ions Sr+, Y2+ and Zr3+. Comparing with
measured spectra we can determine these abundances. We compare the obtained results with the RMATRX and
DARC methods.

Subdwarf stars with helium-rich atmospheres
(He-sdB and He-sdO) compromise about the 5%
of the total subdwarf population. An example of
extremely metal-rich He-sdO is LSIV–14o116 [1].
Using high-resolution spectroscopy in the opti-
cal, in this star they were spotted lines of Sr ii ,
Y iii and Zr iv .

We calculate level energies, radiative transi-
tion coefficients and effective collision strenghts
of these observed ions. With these data the
abundances can be determined accurately, with
the possibility of using these spectral lines as di-
agnostics for relevant plasma parameters. We
compare our results obtained with the semi-
relativistic Breit-Pauli R-Matrix (BPRM) for-
malism and the fully relativistic Dirac Atomic
R-Matrix Code (DARC) to limit the uncertain-
ties.

The atomic structure of the target was calcu-
lated using autostructure (AS) for the semi-
relativistic calculation and GRASP for the fully
relativistic. For a proper comparison, we use ex-
actly the same set of configurations in the Con-
figuration Interaction (CI) expansions with both
methods. For all the systems, we expand atomic
wave functions of the Rb-like target in a set of
16 non-relativistic configurations, we include the
ground configuration 4p6 4d, all the one-electron
excitations 4p6 nl, with n = 4−8 and all possible
values of l for n ≤ 5, l = 0 − 2 for n = 6, 7, and

the 8s; and finally the two-electron excitations
4p4 4d 5s2 and 4p4 4f 5s2 to include continuum
states in the expansion. In total we get 82 rel-
ativistic levels, from which 24 are spectroscopic
and the rest are immersed in the autoionization
continuum.

We achieve a good agreement, below the 5%,
in the excitation energies between both methods
and with the observed values tabulated in the
NIST data base [2].

We have also compared the oscillator
strengths gf and the Einstein spontaneous emis-
sion coefficients A for the transitions present in
the optical spectrum, between 4 000 and 5 000 Å.
We obtain a good agreement, approximately
20%, between AS and GRASP and the prelimi-
nary calculations of [1] with CIV3.

Finally, we use the plasma diagnostics code
colrad to calculate the collision radiative model
of the stellar atmosphere of LSIV–14o116 and
produce synthetic spectra, which can be com-
pared with the observed ones of [1]
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